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Abstract

Uncertainty is recognized as a key issue in water resources research, among other sciences. Discussions of uncertainty typically focus on tools and techniques applied within an analysis, e.g., uncertainty quantification and model validation. But uncertainty is also addressed outside the analysis, in writing scientific publications. The language that authors use conveys their perspective of the role of uncertainty when interpreting a claim—what we call here “framing” the uncertainty. This article promotes awareness of uncertainty framing in four ways. (1) It proposes a typology of eighteen uncertainty frames, addressing five questions about uncertainty. (2) It describes the context in which uncertainty framing occurs. This is an interdisciplinary topic, involving philosophy of science, science studies, linguistics, rhetoric, and argumentation. (3) We analyze the use of uncertainty frames in a sample of 177 abstracts from the Water Resources Research journal in 2015. This helped develop and tentatively verify the typology, and provides a snapshot of current practice. (4) We make provocative recommendations to achieve a more influential, dynamic science. Current practice in uncertainty framing might be described as carefully considered incremental science. In addition to uncertainty quantification and degree of belief (present in ~5% of abstracts), uncertainty is addressed by a combination of limiting scope, deferring to further work (~25%) and indicating evidence is sufficient (~40%)—or uncertainty is completely ignored (~8%). There is a need for public debate within our discipline to decide in what contexts different uncertainty frames are appropriate. Uncertainty framing cannot remain a hidden practice evaluated only by lone reviewers.

Plain Language Summary

Scientists address uncertainty not only in how they perform analyses, but also in how they write about their results. Not enough attention has been given to the ways in which scientists describe how uncertainty affects interpretation of their conclusions, which we call "uncertainty frames.” We aim to raise awareness of this issue by: (1) proposing a typology of eighteen uncertainty frames, addressing five questions about uncertainty, (2) describing the factors that affect how uncertainty is framed, (3) describing current practice by identifying and analyzing what frames are used in a sample of abstracts published in Water Resources Research in 2015, and (4) providing provocative recommendations on how uncertainty communication could improve. We hope to spark debate within our community about how scientists should be communicating the role of uncertainty in their results.

1. Introduction: The Concept of Uncertainty Framing

The handling of uncertainty is central to the nature of research and progress in science. For a statement to be accepted as fact means that it is no longer considered uncertain. The credibility of scientific findings depends on how uncertainty has been addressed. Uncertainty can also be used as an excuse for delay and is blamed for contributing to the science-policy gap [Bradshaw and Borchers, 2000; Brugnach et al., 2007]. Accordingly, uncertainty has been increasingly discussed from the standpoints of both scientific methods and decision making [Morgan et al., 1990; Reichert and Borsuk, 2005; Pappenberger and Beven, 2006; Beven and Young, 2013; Reichert et al., 2015]. This discourse has notably included:
1. typologies and taxonomies of uncertainty [e.g., Walker et al., 2003; Brown, 2004; Krauss and Walker, 2006; Norton et al., 2006; Refsgaard et al., 2007], including discussion of ambiguity [Brugnach et al., 2008] and linguistic uncertainty in defining concepts [Regan et al., 2002];
2. analysis of how to address uncertainty in modelling generally [e.g., Matott et al., 2009; Gupta et al., 2012; Guillaume et al., 2016];
3. model identifiability and uncertainty in parameter estimation [e.g., Beck, 1987; Brun et al., 2001; Vrugt et al., 2002, 2008; Duan et al., 2003; Wagener and Gupta, 2005; Hill and Tiedeman, 2007];
4. characterizing model accuracy or information [Gupta et al., 1998; e.g., Bennett et al., 2013; Nearing and Gupta, 2015];
5. tackling cases in which probabilities are less meaningful, e.g., climate change [e.g., Lempert, 2002; Walker et al., 2013; Maier et al., 2016];
6. analyses of how humans make decisions under uncertainty [Lipshitz and Strauss, 1997; Kahneman, 2011], and how uncertainty is viewed by decision makers [Isendahl et al., 2009].

Most of this literature focusses on the treatment of uncertainties within an analysis. Insights from real-world decision making also feed into efforts to improve analysis, and even discussion of linguistic uncertainty emphasizes its impact on applications [Regan et al., 2002].

But given the academic community’s focus on publishing, it is useful also to reflect specifically on uncertainty in our core business, namely writing papers [McDonnell, 2016]. While typically not considered a part of the research and analysis proper, communication about uncertainty in the text of the academic paper plays a key role in how others (i.e., researchers, policy makers) interpret our conclusions and whether they accept them. Information is conveyed not just when reporting quantified uncertainty, but also through the writing choices adopted by an author, intentional, or otherwise. By our definition, uncertainty framing involves communicating how uncertainty affects the interpretation of a conclusion. An uncertainty frame provides a description of how uncertainty affects interpretation of a conclusion. This is a more specific issue than simply how uncertainty is viewed in general terms [e.g., Isendahl et al., 2009]. What it means will become more concrete with the description of frames in section 2. It should, however, already be clear that framing of uncertainty is an unavoidable part of research in conveying the reliability of our conclusions and how the reader should use them.

Aspects of uncertainty framing have been researched by a variety of other disciplines (see section 3), including science studies, science education, linguistics, and philosophy. But this knowledge has not been translated into practice within our discipline, where (as in many fields) there is a disconnect between the treatment of uncertainties in our scientific methods and communication about uncertainty in our scientific papers. This communication—which largely comes down to uncertainty framing—receives far less scrutiny than do the methods. There is no public debate about the appropriateness of uncertainty frames for different situations: has the author chosen an appropriate description of how uncertainty affects interpretation of a conclusion? Frames are accepted solely on the reviewer’s individual (often subconscious) judgement, rather than a more rigorous disciplinary consensus. There is a need for reflection specifically within our discipline, to look at what is actually being delivered and assess the potential for improvement.

There are several specific ways that reflecting on framing of uncertainty can help the academic community, as researchers, readers, reviewers, journal editors, and authors. The ultimate goal is to encourage appropriate use of different uncertainty framing approaches to achieve intended aims. Best practices could define the circumstances in which different approaches should or should not be used. Awareness of the diversity of frames in use can help the reader to notice how authors have qualified their statements and to critically evaluate the claims they make. Reviewers have the opportunity to ask the author to better support or to further qualify their statements [Myers, 1985]. Greater understanding of framing might help journals to better train reviewers and authors to improve research quality. An author aims to balance several objectives, including advancing their field, appropriately justifying their conclusions, avoiding misinterpretation or misuse of results, and getting their work published. Uncertainty framing allows the author to make qualified claims even when they are not certain, thus advancing the field as much as possible while making a valid argument that is clear to the reader and acceptable to the reviewer. Authors should strive to improve their repertoire of framing approaches, their acuity in recognizing what frame suits what purpose, and their skill in predicting what effect it will have on the reader. Given that uncertainty framing is ubiquitous (though not always appropriate or explicit), it appears many authors learn this intuitively. Making framing practices
explicit can support teachers to help those who lag behind. A researcher who improves their ability to frame uncertainty improves their ability to contribute to knowledge.

This paper therefore aims to raise awareness of uncertainty framing by:

1. proposing a typology of uncertainty frames that provides a vocabulary and framework to help select, interpret, or evaluate the information provided about uncertainty in conclusions;
2. placing the act of uncertainty framing within its broader context by drawing on literature from multiple disciplines;
3. analyzing the frequency of occurrence of frames in abstracts of Water Resources Research (WRR) to provide a snapshot of current practice, a preliminary validation of the typology, and to generate hypotheses for their use;
4. providing a provocative set of recommendations to spur debate about best practices in uncertainty framing.

Our focus on the abstract of a paper assumes that is where authors have distilled their claims and accompanying uncertainty framing to the highest level. Frames used in the abstract should reflect the aspects of uncertainty that authors consider most important to convey to their readers, even if they differ from the frames used elsewhere in the article. The focus on articles published in WRR is justified by the authors’ (interdisciplinary) interest in water resources, the reputation of the journal, and its sense of academic community through its affiliation with the American Geophysical Union and its hydrology section. Moreover, WRR has a long tradition of reflection on the state of the field [Hufschmidt, 1967; Klemeś, 1986; Dooge, 1996; Gupta and Nearing, 2014; Sivapalan, 2015; Vogel et al., 2015].

The article begins by introducing the typology of uncertainty frames developed in this work (section 2). We then dive more deeply into the topic of uncertainty frames by describing the context in which uncertainty framing occurs, drawing on existing literature across disciplines (section 3). This provides background for the method used for our analysis (section 4). Results (section 5) describe the frequency of occurrence of frames and the form in which they occur in abstracts, as well as positing hypotheses regarding their use. Recommendations are drawn to improve the use and understanding of uncertainty framing, with the aim of initiating a discussion about best practices (section 6).

2. Introducing a Typology of Uncertainty Frames

Fundamentally, framing of uncertainty is about ensuring readers have the information they need to evaluate an article’s conclusions. Authors should anticipate readers’ needs and ensure that the right information is available. Based on our analysis (see sections 4 and 5), we propose an uncertainty framing typology consisting of five core questions that can be asked about an article’s conclusions (Figure 1). Answers to the questions are offered by 18 uncertainty frames. For each question, the subset of frames most useful for answering that question can, moreover, be arranged on a continuum (where the meaning of the continuum depends on the question). A rationale is provided for each core question, explaining its relevance to the management of uncertainty:

1. Is the conclusion ready to be used? Knowing to what extent a conclusion is ready for use (its maturity) allows remaining uncertainty to be anticipated. A definitive conclusion can be delayed where appropriate, and uncertainty can be reduced in the long term by investing in future work.
2. What limitations are there on how the conclusion can be used? If a conclusion was obtained by using assumptions to reduce uncertainty in the short term, the reader needs to know about the resulting limitations on the scope of the conclusion.
3. How certain is the author that the conclusion is true? Describing the author’s level of belief in a conclusion (e.g., using probabilities) allows reasoning about uncertain information.
4. How thoroughly has the issue been examined? Uncertainty can alternatively be described by considering the effect of alternative assumptions (e.g., scenarios and uncertainty quantification), which provides an indication of how thoroughly an issue has been examined, referred to here as the depth of analysis.
5. Is the conclusion consistent with the reader’s prior knowledge? Uncertainty can be handled in communication itself, by anticipating potential mismatch between the position of the author and the reader, and
presenting a conclusion in a way that facilitates its integration with the reader’s prior knowledge, i.e., emphasizing relatability of a conclusion.

Below, we discuss a range of answers to these core questions and how those answers are typically reflected in scientific publications. For each question, a table is provided listing the names of the associated frames, the answers that those frames provide, and example statements. To allow easy comparison, example statements are all modifications of the statement that “Water supply is sufficient to meet demand,” in which additional information about uncertainty has been introduced using the respective frame. There are two special frames that cut across questions (a) through (d), in each case anchoring the two ends of a continuum. The strongest statements are those framed as Expressed-as-Fact, meaning that no uncertainty is acknowledged. The weakest statements are those indicating that the only useful consequence of the work is for others to Learn-from-my-problems. Between these extremes, there is a broad range of ways to frame uncertainty.

Further analysis may extend the list of frames, notably by looking at uncertainty framing outside of abstracts, or possibly by subdividing the frames already identified. Section 5 provides more detail, describing how we perceive each frame to be employed within the abstracts in our sample. It also speculates on some explanations as to why each frame might be chosen by an author.
2.1. Communicating Maturity and Utility

Information should be used in ways commensurate with its limitations. Appropriate uncertainty framing helps to facilitate this. Answers to the question “to what extent is the conclusion ready to be used?” form a continuum where the results have increasingly “mature” uses, articulated here as one moves up the steps of Figure 1a. The first two frames only highlight problems and opportunities for future work. Here we make a distinction between stating that further work is needed (Learn-from-my-problems) and taking the extra step to suggest a particular hypothesis or method that could be pursued (Suggest-a-new-research-agenda). Next come preliminary or partial results, where the author may indicate that their conclusions provide only initial estimates (Step-towards-a-goal), or will enable others to further extend their work (Build-the-foundations). Finally, there are results that are presented as ready for the intended use (Expressed-as-Fact). Where authors refrain from commenting on maturity and readiness for use, the reader is left to make up their own mind with the information provided (likely to be interpreted as Expressed-as-Fact). Table 1 gives example statements illustrating the frames used to communicate maturity and utility.

2.2. Communicating Scope of a Claim

Characterizing the applicability and limitations of a conclusion—what we call the “scope”—is not traditionally appreciated as a means of addressing uncertainty, but is actually fundamental to it. A broad, sweeping statement is typically more uncertain than a specific, targeted one, requiring a greater number of supporting assumptions both explicit and implicit. It is for instance easier to demonstrate that a phenomenon has occurred once in particular circumstances than to describe the rules governing its occurrence.

The frames most helpful for communicating scope lie on a continuum where caveats and qualifications decrease as more supporting assumptions are accepted (Figure 1b). At the bottom of this continuum, an author would comment only on the research process, perhaps highlighting challenges that prevent further conclusions from having any scope (Learn-from-my-problems). At the top, accepting all necessary assumptions allows for making general, unrestricted statements (Expressed-as-Fact).

Between these endpoints lie intermediate indications of scope. Assumptions underlying a conclusion may limit its scope to a hypothetical rather than real world (Make-it-hypothetical). Accepting a subset of assumptions leads to real-world statements that can only be generalized to other circumstances where the same assumptions hold (Restrict-scope-of-applicability). These restrictions can be expressed by referencing conditions under which the conclusion holds, or by highlighting exceptions. Comparative statements require acceptance of assumptions that impact on the comparison while allowing assumptions to go unresolved if they have a similar effect in all cases (Make-it-relative). Such comparisons may or may not be accompanied by an explicit disclosure that the analysis allows only such comparative statements and does not support conclusions about the individual success of a method, model, or policy in absolute terms. Table 2 shows example statements for the frames used to communicate scope.

### Table 1. Uncertainty Frames Conveying Maturity and Utility of a Conclusion, With Answers That Those Frames Provide, and Example Statements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Frame</th>
<th>To What Extent Is the Conclusion Ready to be Used?</th>
<th>Example Statement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expressed-as-Fact</td>
<td>The results are ready for use</td>
<td>Water supply will be an issue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build-the-foundations</td>
<td>The results provide firm foundations</td>
<td>This analysis of consumption helps determine whether there is enough water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step-towards-a-goal</td>
<td>The results are only preliminary, and more work is needed to achieve the goal</td>
<td>The analysis provides an initial estimate of the water balance to determine if there is enough water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suggest-a-new-research-agenda</td>
<td>While not directly useful, the results do suggest a new research agenda</td>
<td>A water balance analysis could determine if there is enough water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learn-from-my-problems</td>
<td>Problems need to be resolved before any action can be taken</td>
<td>Further work is needed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. Uncertainty Frames Conveying Scope of a Conclusion, With Answers That Those Frames Provide, and Example Statements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Frame</th>
<th>What Limitations Are There on How The Conclusion Can be Used?</th>
<th>Example Statement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expressed-as-Fact</td>
<td>There are no restrictions; general statements can be made</td>
<td>Water supply is sufficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make-it-relative</td>
<td>We can draw only comparative conclusions</td>
<td>There is more water than without the proposed adaptations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restrict-scope-of-applicability</td>
<td>Conclusions cannot be generalized; they have a restricted scope of applicability</td>
<td>There is enough water as long as demand growth does not exceed 5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make-it-hypothetical</td>
<td>Conclusions are dependent on the hypothetical assumptions used</td>
<td>Based on these assumptions, there would be enough water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learn-from-my-problems</td>
<td>We can only make a statement about the research process</td>
<td>Adequacy of water supply presented interesting challenges</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
I've quantified my degree of belief in terms of the model R², which in this case is 0.8. The model has been sufficiently validated that I would be willing to defend it. The analysis demonstrates that there is enough water. I'm convinced, but others can make up their own minds. In my professional opinion, there is enough water.

Problems have prevented useful examination. The analysis was unable to determine whether there is enough water. We only know enough to know this is a possibility. Based on this estimate, it is possible that there is enough water.

Table 3. Uncertainty Frames Conveying Level of Belief in a Conclusion, With Answers That Those Frames Provide, and Example Statements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of frame</th>
<th>How Certain Is the Author That the Conclusion Is True?</th>
<th>Example Statement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expressed-as-Fact</td>
<td>This is accepted as truth</td>
<td>There is clearly enough water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follow-the-contract</td>
<td>There are clear requirements for acceptance of this kind of statement, and in this case, the contract is satisfied</td>
<td>According to standard methods, there is enough water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validate-and-Defend</td>
<td>This has been sufficiently validated that I would be willing to defend it</td>
<td>The analysis demonstrates that there is enough water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree-of-belief</td>
<td>I've quantified my degree of belief in terms of the model R², which in this case is 0.8</td>
<td>The model (R²=0.8) indicates that there is enough water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Take-it-or-leave-it</td>
<td>I'm convinced, but others can make up their own minds</td>
<td>We do not know whether there is sufficient water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learn-from-my-problems</td>
<td>There are too many problems to know</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that some indications of scope may simply reflect what the author considered to be interesting (and therefore Expressed-as-Fact), rather than a limitation on how the results can be used. Limitations may therefore be ambiguous in some cases.

2.3. Communicating Level of Belief in a Conclusion

The idea of “level of belief” in results—or strength of support—is closely associated with the topic of uncertainty analysis, and falls onto a continuum perhaps best defined by the question “How certain is the author that the statement is true?” (Figure 1c, Table 3) The weakest framings communicate that the author is unwilling to form an opinion, or does not believe they can convince someone else. Intermediate degrees of belief convey a level of support while leaving the reader to make their own final judgment. Where authors believe the reader should accept the argument, the framing may invoke a notion of sufficiency. Authors may claim there is sufficient evidence either based on their own arguments, or by appeal to accepted standards. At the top of the continuum, evidence may be so strong that no explicit argument is required; the conclusion is beyond dispute.

Within a text, the first two frames are often quite explicit, with meta-statements about insufficiency of evidence (Learn-from-my-problems), or personal opinion (Take-it-or-leave-it). Degree-of-belief can be expressed qualitatively, using terms like “probably” or “unlikely,” or expressed quantitatively, using confidence levels, p-values, or measures of model fit. Sufficiency of evidence may be less directly expressed, for example, by indicating that a model is validated, “good” results are obtained, or a hypothesis is considered supported (Validate-and-Defend). Follow-the-contract involves additional reference to standard or accepted methods or evaluation criteria, and an argument that these methods have been adequately applied. Accepted facts may appear not just as unjustified statements, but also with emphasis on their certainty (Expressed-as-Fact).

2.4. Communicating Depth of Analysis

“Depth of analysis” is closely related to the concept of level of uncertainty, which is common in typologies of uncertainty, capturing a continuum between “deterministic knowledge” and total ignorance [Walker et al., 2003]. We consider depth of analysis to correspond to a continuum of increasing exploration of alternative assumptions (Figure 1d, Table 4). An author does not know if they are totally ignorant, but can communicate their recognized ignorance. A single analysis (and underlying set of assumptions) yields a single scenario from an uncertainty viewpoint. The use of multiple lines of evidence is referred to as triangulation in the social sciences. When the consideration of alternative assumptions is sufficiently thorough, their aggregate properties can be communicated, in the form of bounds or probability distributions. If the remaining unexplored assumptions do not have a significant effect, the conclusion is considered robust to that uncertainty. Finally, when assumptions are considered to be exhaustively explored, this means we have “deterministic knowledge.”

Table 4. Uncertainty Frames Conveying Depth of Analysis Supporting a Conclusion, With Answers That Those Frames Provide, and Example Statements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of frame</th>
<th>How Thoroughly Has the Issue Been Examined?</th>
<th>Example Statement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expressed-as-Fact</td>
<td>Examination was so thorough that it is considered perfect</td>
<td>It has been conclusively shown that there is enough water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demonstrate-robustness</td>
<td>Examination has been sufficiently thorough to demonstrate robustness</td>
<td>There is enough water in all scenarios considered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertainty-quantification</td>
<td>A broad examination allows the uncertainty to be quantified</td>
<td>The available water ranges from 101% to 130% of requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triangulation</td>
<td>The use of several approaches provides a triangulation</td>
<td>Multiple methods agree that there is enough water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Just-a POSSIBILITY</td>
<td>We only know enough to know this is a possibility</td>
<td>Based on this estimate, it is possible that there is enough water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learn-from-my-problems</td>
<td>Problems have prevented useful examination</td>
<td>The analysis was unable to determine whether there is enough water</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Within a text, recognized ignorance takes the form of identifying knowledge gaps (Learn-from-my-problems). When a conclusion is framed as Just-a-possibility, it may be highlighted as a possible scenario or an estimate. Triangulation uses explicit references to multiple methods or data sources. Uncertainty-quantification takes a broad range of forms depending on the method used, including ranges, various representations of probability distributions, and less formal references to lower bounds or orders of magnitude. Demonstrate-robustness includes any reference to the notion of insensitivity to assumptions including, for example, in statistical hypothesis testing. To say that a conclusion is statistically significant means that it is insensitive to changes in the sample drawn from the population. Deterministic knowledge may be highlighted as a settled issue (Expressed-as-Fact).

2.5. Communicating Relatability: Relation of Results to Readers’ Prior Knowledge

The commonality among all the preceding frames is that they establish the status of a new claim. We identified two “relatability” frames that instead engage with the reader’s existing opinion (Figure 1e, Table 5). Uncertainty is dealt with by anticipating potential mismatch between the author and the reader’s opinions. The two frames deal with the opposing situations where the author either expects that the reader may reject their argument, or expects that the reader already believes the statement.

The first frame, Repeat-with-shifted-scope, anticipates possible rejection by making another, more strongly supported, claim, usually with a narrower scope. If the reader does agree with the author, then the author has been able to make a strong claim despite uncertainty. Otherwise, the author still retains a weaker claim.

The second frame, New-view-on-existing-result, highlights that the conclusion will not be a surprise. If the reader agrees with the author, then the lack of novelty has at least been acknowledged. If the reader disagrees, then the author has strengthened their claim by making the reference to existing work.

3. Multiple Disciplinary Perspectives on Framing

Use of the frames introduced in the previous section should be understood within a broader context. A range of factors inside and outside the analysis influence the way an author frames uncertainty in a scientific publication. These factors have been discussed in various fields of study, and here we briefly introduce some of the ideas from these other fields that have shaped our approach to uncertainty framing. Specifically, we consider frame selection as a part of the activities of building a scientific argument, writing in a disciplinary specific way, and negotiating claims within the social context of the disciplinary community.

3.1. Building a Scientific Argument

The presentation of uncertain findings can be viewed as a form of argumentation, in which the researcher refers to the methods they have used as part of the argument they are building. As described by Toulmin et al. [1979], arguments in general consist of a claim (conclusion) supported by selected grounds (premises), with the logic between them given by a warrant. The claim may be qualified, and the warrant itself may require justification as a method for drawing conclusions. Scientific arguments in particular have some characteristic features, including layers of “stacked claims,” with more complex claims building on observations or existing disciplinary knowledge as foundations [Latour, 1987; Kelly and Bazerman, 2003]. Attending to these structural features of arguments helped us to refine the set of uncertainty frames classified in this paper, and to recognize them within abstracts. Our analysis of each individual abstract included mapping of any visible argument structure (see Methods).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of frame</th>
<th>Is the Conclusion Consistent With the Reader’s Prior Knowledge?</th>
<th>Example Statement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Repeat-with-shifted-scope</td>
<td>The reader may not accept a general statement, but the specific statement is believable</td>
<td>There is enough water, at least in wet conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New-view-on-existing-result</td>
<td>The result will not be a surprise</td>
<td>As expected from previous analyses, we see that there is enough water</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Uncertainty Frames Conveying Relatability of a Conclusion to the Reader, With Answers That Those Frames Provide, and Example Statements
Within the argument structure, the warrant may take a variety of forms [Macagno and Walton, 2015], with consequences for the status of the conclusion. Among warrants, key distinctions are made between types of reasoning (e.g., deductive, inductive) and between types of argument (e.g., from cause and effect, comparison, expert opinion etc.) [Macagno and Walton, 2015]. Outside deductive proof, there is a need to acknowledge the possibility of mistaken inferences (defeasible reasoning) and that new information may change the conclusion (nonmonotonic reasoning) [Koons, 2014]. Assessing the strength of an argument leads to evaluation of the weight of evidence, and whether it is sufficient for a particular purpose [Parker, 2009; Haasnoot et al., 2014]. We find that these features of argument warrants are reflected in the uncertainty frames chosen by authors.

3.2. Writing Within One’s Discipline

In academic writing, the form of an argument is also shaped by a disciplinary genre [Hyland, 2008]. Some parts of the argument can be taken for granted due to shared understanding with the reader [Gilbert, 1976]. Authors endeavor to make their argument more acceptable by countering potential attacks and identifying possible extensions for or against the position, giving their own argument the last word [Dung, 1995]. Key skills include expressing one’s evaluation of a statement (conveying stance) and using various approaches for engagement with the reader [Hyland, 2005]. In particular, epistemic stance conveys the author’s commitment to the reliability of their claims, notably with boosters (expressing certainty) and hedges (withholding commitment). These same linguistic features can, however, be used for other purposes, for example, hedges are used to convey politeness, such that it becomes necessary to look for the function of the hedge rather than taking it at face value [Crompton, 1997; Kaltenböck et al., 2010].

In the end, arguments are presented in a naturally flowing text that carries a large amount of information. Multiple implicit claims are often found within a single statement. From a linguistic point of view, identifying the purpose of specific textual features requires investigating the role of such features in a given discourse community [Askehave and Swales, 2001]. It is often difficult to make explicit the tacit understanding that comes naturally to authors and readers immersed in a given research community. Rather than teaching hard and fast rules, pedagogic approaches to teaching academic writing tend to emphasize strengthening the ability to reflect on one’s expectations of the reader and discourse community, [Street, 2009]. We believe the same applies to uncertainty framing, and that the proposed typology of uncertainty frames can support such reflection.

3.3. Negotiating Claims in a Research Community

Science is also a social activity and, throughout the research process, one’s work is influenced by the feedback received from colleagues and reviewers (and one’s prediction of their responses). The reader will similarly be influenced by the discourse community, but ultimately form their own subjective interpretation [Gilbert, 1976; Latour and Woolgar, 1986]. Of particular importance to framing is the review process, where the tension between demonstrating novelty and connecting to existing knowledge—as well as a need to address expectations specific to the journal—results in a negotiation with the editor and reviewer. The author is led to go down a hierarchy of claims, asking “what level of claim can I persuade this audience to accept?” [Myers, 1985], sometimes reframing the claim to make stronger statements depending on the venue, or even for different contexts within the same text. Finally, the uncertainty frames in the article are interpreted one last time when a reader evaluates the evidence on an issue. For example, an intervention can be judged according to whether it is “efficacious” in its original study, “effective” for the specific context, and “ready for adoption” [Flay et al., 2005]. These judgements might be informed by uncertainty framing, respectively, related to level of belief and depth of analysis, scope, and maturity and utility.

4. Methods

Complex factors drive how frames are used, communicated, and interpreted. Our analysis focusses on the specific task of identifying the uncertainty frames in current use. This was an iterative process in which preconceptions about current framing practice were confronted with feedback from colleagues, the experience of analyzing abstracts, and the results of a literature review, leading to changes in the number of frames as well as their names and descriptions, and to clarification of their classification.
An initial set of 14 frames was proposed in a conference paper at MODSIM2015, the International Congress on Modelling and Simulation, which traditionally has a large water resources presence [Guillaume et al., 2015]. The frames described were those that the authors recognized as being commonly used, based on their own experience as authors, readers and referees, rather than building on any preexisting theory or typology developed within our discipline or elsewhere. Each frame's description covered the authors' interpretation of what the frame involved, in what context it is useable, why it works in that context, and how it could be implemented. The conference paper provided opportunity for feedback from colleagues.

Analysis of the abstracts in WRR involved identifying the claims made in the abstract as well as surrounding qualifiers and the structure of the argument supporting each claim. Using a standard approach from qualitative data analysis, these textual features were explicitly “coded” using the web-based brat tool for text annotation [Stenetorp et al., 2012]. That is, the abstract text was accessed within a web app that allowed spans of text to be highlighted and classified according to the type of feature. One or more frames were then assigned to each claim based on the textual features connected to that claim, interpreted with the aid of contextual information and background disciplinary knowledge. Only novel claims were considered, i.e., claims arising from results, not statements motivating the need for analysis or declaring the intention of the paper. While we expected the same frames to be used in the latter as the former, the frequency of the frames in each case was expected to differ significantly, and we are primarily interested in how authors portray their completed work rather than intentions. Consistent with the discussion in section 3, more than one frame might be used on a single claim, separate claims within the same abstract might be framed differently, and different readers might perceive different frames in the same text. Consequently, assignment of uncertainty frames based on textual features could not in general be performed automatically, but required the coder’s discretion, making use of their disciplinary knowledge.

To handle the inherent subjectivity of the classification process, each abstract was coded independently by at least two of this paper’s authors/coders (sometimes three), followed by a validation process involving comparison and discussion [Potter and Levine-Donnerstein, 1999]. The coders were encouraged to resolve their differences, but in a few cases agreed to disagree about whether a frame was in use due to the ambiguity of the language in the abstract. Our statistical analyses track the presence of frames abstract-by-abstract rather than sentence-by-sentence, recognizing that uncertainty framing sometimes happens between the lines or in the relationship between multiple statements. Intercoder reliability was calculated as the proportion of all frame assignments in which the second coder agreed that the frame in question was present in the abstract. The overall postvalidation agreement was 98%. Note that this calculation does not include the number of cases where coders agreed that a frame was not present, due to the very high number of such cases.

A random sample of abstracts was coded from a set downloaded from ISI Web of Knowledge and recorded as published in WRR in 2015. This set included 433 records, from which we considered only Research Articles, Technical Notes, and Technical Reports, and excluded articles that appeared to be reviews, commentaries, or editorials. Preliminary analysis suggested that the type of claims made in those latter articles were significantly different from those of research articles, such that the framing practices would benefit from dedicated analysis. Results from an initial training phase with five abstracts were not used. Coding then proceeded in four batches of increasing size, of 10, 29, 52, and 86 randomly selected abstracts, for a total of 177 abstracts. (The lack of round numbers is due to removal of abstracts that were identified as the proportion of abstracts in which each frame was used, and ranked the frames according to this frequency of occurrence. The estimated frequency of occurrence depends on the sample, and to a much lesser extent the coder (despite the 98% agreement, as reported above). We therefore estimated uncertainty in each frame’s frequency by drawing 1000 bootstrap samples, where each sample consisted of 177 coded abstracts drawn, with replacement, from the full set of coded abstracts. A sampled abstract therefore consisted of the frames assigned by any coder to any of the 177 abstracts. Frequency of frames...
The frame **Expressed-as-Fact** stands out as occurring on average in 90% of abstracts. In other words, nearly all abstracts include at least one claim for which uncertainty is not explicitly acknowledged. **Validate-and-Defend** is the second most frequent, occurring in 38% of abstracts; authors commonly tell the reader that there is sufficient evidence for their claim. There are then roughly two tiers of frames for which the ranking is uncertain. The first tier includes frames focusing on **scope (Restrict-scope-of-applicability)** and **water resources research and management** [Fang, 2005; Coffin and Donohue, 2012] **Build-the-foundations** **Suggest-a-new-research-agenda** **Take-it-or-leave-it**

**5. Results and Interpretation: Frame Frequency, Implementation, and Possible Explanations**

The uncertainty frames identified through our analysis were summarized in the typology presented in section 2. The following results provide a means to (1) evaluate the relative importance of these frames within abstracts, (2) provide a preliminary validation of the frames and (3) identify hypotheses that may explain current use of uncertainty frames, which could be further investigated. To address the first objective, section 5.1 presents results regarding the frequency of frames in the sampled abstracts in WRR in 2015. The second and third objectives are addressed in sections 5.2–5.6 by describing how we have seen each frame implemented in abstracts for each category, and by suggesting some hypothetical explanations for why the frames are used as they are. Within this discussion, references to rare or common occurrence of frames should be read as the author’s personal, informal interpretation of the results.

**5.1. Frequency of Occurrence of Frames**

Figure 2 shows the percentage of abstracts in which each frame is used, and ranks the frames by frequency of occurrence. Note that both the estimate of frequency and the ranking are uncertain due to sampling. Boxplots of frequency are shown, as well as a partial ranking of frames based on pair-wise statistical comparisons (as described in section 4). (Because of correlation in occurrence of frames, some frames are significantly more frequent than others even if their estimated frequencies substantially overlap).

The frame **Expressed-as-Fact** stands out as occurring on average in 90% of abstracts. In other words, nearly all abstracts include at least one claim for which uncertainty is not explicitly acknowledged. **Validate-and-Defend** is the second most frequent, occurring in 38% of abstracts; authors commonly tell the reader that there is sufficient evidence for their claim. There are then roughly two tiers of frames for which the ranking is uncertain. The first tier includes frames focusing on **scope (Restrict-scope-of-applicability)** and **water resources research and management** [Fang, 2005; Coffin and Donohue, 2012].

**6. The underlying approach of textual analysis builds on accepted qualitative data analysis techniques (Follow-the-contract). The design of the overall analysis is considered consistent with the ideas of “systemic functional linguistics,” which aims to provide a guide to action by investigating how language-related functions (like framing of uncertainty) are achieved in diverse contexts as part of a social system (e.g., water resources research and management) [Fang, 2005; Coffin and Donohue, 2012]**

**7. Hypotheses are offered regarding use of the frames (Suggest-a-new-research-agenda)**

**8. Recommendations for action are given as the authors’ professional opinion (Take-it-or-leave-it)**
Make-it-relative) and maturity and utility (Step-towards-a-goal and Build-the-foundations). The four frames focused on depth of analysis are not uncommon, but less frequent (on average, 9–19% of abstracts).

In the second tier, some frames indicate there is much uncertainty (e.g., Learn-from-my-problems) or make a weak claim (e.g., Take-it-or-leave-it, Make-it-hypothetical). It also includes frames that intuitively would be less likely to appear in an abstract, namely Degree-of-belief and Follow-the-contract (which was not found at all). One would assume that expressions of likelihood and justifications of choices using existing work are more likely to be found in the body of an article, but are often not significant enough to mention in the abstract.

These results paint a picture of a diverse body of research which emphasizes scientific progress in well-defined steps. Weaker claims are allowed, as long as they are appropriately framed and make a contribution to the field. The frames most commonly found in the abstract are not generally associated with uncertainty analysis, but do seem typical of careful scientific endeavor.

Beyond the frequencies of use across abstracts, our analysis also addresses the cooccurrence of frames within the same abstract. Most abstracts use more than one frame, either because they make multiple claims (possibly building on each other), or because they use multiple frames for a single claim. Figure 3a collects all the frames used in an abstract and reports the most frequent combinations (ordered by median and 75% percentile). The inset Figure 3b shows the number of frames used per abstract. On average, 7.9% of abstracts frame all their claims as Expressed-as-Fact. The next two most common cooccurrences combine Expressed-as-fact with Validate-and-Defend (on average 5%) and with Build-the-foundations (3%). The number of abstracts involved are, however, small, especially for the subsequent frames. There is a large diversity of combinations of frames, which is understandable given that on average 90% of abstracts use multiple frames, and roughly 20% use five or more.
This analysis does not allow for differentiating whether the frames used within an abstract are applied to a single claim or to several different ones. However, Figure 3a does highlight suggestive examples. The top three combinations necessarily occur on separate claims, as they are fundamentally incompatible. Observations might, for example, be framed as *Expressed-as-Fact*, while the interpretation of those observations is framed as *Validate-and-Defend*, and the result is framed as *Build-the-foundations*. While each abstract used the four frames differently, this example illustrates how the four categories of frames fit together to convey to the reader the aspects of uncertainty that the author deems necessary.

5.2. Use of Maturity and Utility Frames

Within abstracts, the frequency of frames conveying readiness for use of a conclusion (maturity and utility) appears to depend on the level of utility that they convey (Figure 2), with *Expressed-as-Fact* the most common, and *Learn-from-my-problems* the least common (see Figure 1a and Table 1 for definitions).

Framing a statement as *Expressed-as-Fact* means that it is either deliberately framed as certain, or that the statement lacks any other indication of uncertainty, which may, respectively, be justified because the

Figure 3. Frequency of occurrence of combinations of frames, (a) top-10 most frequent unique combinations, inset (b) number of frames used per abstract. Estimates of uncertainty are obtained by bootstrap sampling (n = 177 for 1000 repeated samples).
conclusion is beyond doubt (e.g., deductive reasoning), or because the author considers that the uncertainty is not worth discussing in that particular venue (in this case an abstract). It can take the form of adjectives indicating certainty (“exactly”), so-called “factive reporting verbs” (“show,” “demonstrate”) [Crompton, 1997], or more subtly in the use of present tense without qualifiers, or past tense in reporting observations. Its frequency of use is unsurprising in that an abstract cannot do justice to the uncertainty in every statement. Especially when observations using a standard “black-box” technique play a small supporting role to another claim, it is natural that the uncertainty involved be neglected [Latour, 1987].

At the other extreme, it is nevertheless not unusual for abstracts to acknowledge inaccuracies and inadequacies of their methods, and report lack of statistical significance, with the frame Learn-from-my-problems (~3% of abstracts). Reporting failure is permitted, even if not encouraged [Andréassian et al., 2010]. However, the frame is (at least marginally) less frequent than Suggest-a-new-research-agenda (~4%), Step-towards-a-goal (25%), and Build-the-foundations (~13%). In addition to reporting a problem, these frames, respectively, suggest a possible future solution, that the problem may still allow the conclusion to be used, and that the problem does not undermine its instrumental value. Suggest-a-new-research-agenda might either explicitly or implicitly suggest a hypothesis or possible future work. It is often subjective whether a statement of a problem implies a suggested solution.

It is unsurprising that Step-towards-a-goal and Build-the-foundations are among the most common frames, given that they both provide a means to make a contribution to the body of knowledge even when substantial uncertainty is unresolved and unquantified. To place the work’s contribution and problems in the context of a broader goal, Step-towards-a-goal often uses hedges, e.g., “shows potential,” “promising,” “appears to.” By framing the results as provisional, these terms emphasize that the uncertainty is expected to be reducible [Walker et al., 2003], in contrast to framing results as only possible, without committing to whether the uncertainty can be resolved. Build-the-foundations is particularly common for methodological and data-focused papers. The frame allows the potential usefulness of a method or a new data set to be emphasized even if it has not been tested, other factors may be at play, it is still too incomplete to be used in practice, or that more could have been done to argue the case.

5.3. Use of Scope Frames
Existing literature has highlighted that a generally applicable, externally valid statement requires a greater number of supporting assumptions [Pinch, 1985]. Therefore, by defining the applicability of their claim, an author can anticipate criticism by limiting what counterarguments are considered legitimate. In principle, an author already does this merely by selecting the focus of their paper. For the purposes of our analyses, we considered only those cases where the author has further restricted the scope of a statement, beyond the initial focus of the paper. Nevertheless, Restrict-scope-of-applicability and Make-it-relative were among the most common frames (~25% of abstracts, Figure 2. See Figure 1b and Table 2 for definitions).

Restrict-scope-of-applicability involves identifying exceptions to a statement (e.g., “x unless a”), specifying circumstances in which the statement applies (e.g., “x when a”), or making separate statements for different circumstances (e.g., “if a, then x; if b, then y”). It also includes hedges like “typically” and “generally,” which imply that an exception might exist, without explicitly naming it.

Make-it-relative makes use of the phenomenon that comparisons are often more accurate than absolute statements [e.g., Reichert and Borsuk, 2005], in order to avoid the uncertainty in the latter. The comparison may emphasize similarity (“consistent with”), improvement (“more representative,” “outperform”), or worsening (“less accurate than”), respectively, avoiding direct comparison with observations, and judgement of whether performance is actually sufficient, or inadequate. Such focus on improvement has been criticized in the context of decision making [Simon, 1956], climate modeling [Risbey and O’Kane, 2011], and sustainability [Prinzen, 2003], where it is important to know what is “good enough.” In the context of scientific progression, it does make sense to clarify whether a previous effort is equivalent, has been superseded, or remains superior to the new contribution.

The final frame in this category, Make-it-hypothetical, is much less common (~2%). Its utility is in allowing claims to be made about consequences of an uncertain assumption, enabling some planning before all the facts are known. It does, however, make a weaker claim in the sense that the conclusion is dependent on assumptions that may not, the author acknowledges, match reality. Examples include hypothetical case
studies used for testing ("synthetic example") or method development ("reference model"). Authors may also emphasize that results depend on the specific methods used ("The reconstructions indicate that . . ."). Interestingly, conditionality on assumptions also underpins the idea of exploratory modeling [Bankes, 1993; Lempert, 2002], though in practice most studies do at least assume that their scenarios or model structure are plausible in order to draw conclusions about vulnerability or robust decision making. The infrequent use of this frame perhaps results from it being tied to the use of specific research methods which appear to be less common in this community (at least in 2015).

5.4. Use of Level of Belief Frames
Frames conveying level of belief are relatively uncommon in the abstracts studied, with the exception of Validate-and-Defend (Figure 2. See Figure 1c and Table 3 for definitions). Given that it communicates that the author is sufficiently confident that the reader should accept a conclusion, it makes sense for Validate-and-Defend to appear in the abstract, whereas other frames would perhaps be more likely to be used in the body of an article.

In abstracts, Validate-and-Defend might be stated explicitly ("adequately captured," "good results," "successfully modelled") or indirectly ("can be reproduced"), which may be relatively subtle ("able to," "allow," "can"). We also include implicit use of the frame when a result is deemed statistically significant without indicating the confidence level. The widespread use of this frame (~30%) may result from the need for scientific articles to emphasize their success in order to strengthen their claim of constituting a novel contribution.

Degree-of-belief (~5% of abstracts) would be expected to be more common in the results section of articles, when statistical techniques are applied and in presenting intermediate evidence in support a conclusion. In statistical tests, this frame allows the reader to judge the level of risk involved, either as p-values (e.g., \( p = 0.003 \)), confidence levels (e.g., \( p < 0.001 \)), or confidence or credible intervals (e.g., 95%). In some cases, performance measures can be reported with a similar consequence—allowing the reader to decide whether the level of support is adequate.

The frame Take-it-or-leave-it is unsurprisingly very uncommon in the abstracts studied (~2%), but is used, for example, when the author wishes to express their own professional opinion ("We believe") or make a value judgement ("x is desirable"). It makes a weak claim by avoiding imposing one's conclusion on the reader.

Follow-the-contract was not identified in the abstracts studied but experience suggests this frame is common in the body of articles. It is common practice to follow a generally accepted method with the expectation that most readers would be expected to accept the conclusion. While such methods are commonly mentioned in the abstracts, it is not generally necessary to defend their use. An informed reader will recognize the method, and an uninformed reader is not in a position to question its use. Both will expect to see justification of appropriateness of the method within the article in any case.

5.5. Use of Depth of Analysis Frames
Frames conveying depth of analysis are less common than those related to scope, and are not ordered according to their continuum, unlike those related to maturity. The most common frames are Just-a-possibility and Demonstrate-robustness (~20% of abstracts, Figure 2), while Triangulation and Uncertainty-quantification are less common (~10% and 5%. See Figure 1d and Table 4 for definitions).

Just-a-possibility is presumably common because it allows authors to propose ideas that are insufficiently supported, but nevertheless important. This is commonly conveyed using hedges like "can" and "may." Providing an “estimate” also implies that other values would also be possible. Some uses of this frame exemplify the stereotypical academic hedge—the expert does not wish to commit to an answer, recognizing that results are always uncertain. From this perspective, it is perhaps surprising that it is not more common, perhaps reflecting both the need for authors to assert the contribution of their work, and the availability of uncertainty frames from other categories that similarly avoid commitment.

Conversely, Demonstrate-robustness is common presumably because it provides a strong argument in support of a claim, while acknowledging that a level of uncertainty still exists that does not influence the conclusion in question. The frame can be tied to specific methods, including robust decision making and statistical hypothesis testing. The robustness associated with statistical significance is, however, not
Demonstrate-robustness is therefore often used in conjunction with two other frames from the category level of belief (section 5.4). (Specifically, statistical significance is additionally framed by a confidence level or a p-value (Degree-of-belief), and absence of that framing implies that the author has deemed the confidence level sufficient (Validate-and-Defend).) Demonstrate-robustness can also be exploited less formally, for example with clauses expressing insensitivity ("x, even when a and b," “x, regardless of a,” “x for all a and b tested”), or using follow-up statements (“We found x. We further tested a and b and still found x”).

The idea that a conclusion is supported by multiple lines of evidence is easy to communicate and presumably important to highlight in an abstract, when applicable. The frequency of the frame Triangulation therefore probably reflects actual use of multiple methods or multiple data sets leading to a conclusion, or the use of previously published results and theory to add support to the primary method of the paper. Its occurrence in ~10% of abstracts may therefore be surprisingly high, given that Triangulation is more commonly associated with the social sciences [Jick, 1979].

Uncertainty-quantification is the least common of the level of uncertainty frames (on average ~4%). We saw it implemented by specifying ranges, confidence intervals, standard deviations or standard errors, (approximate) one-sided bounds (“at least,” “from x to more than y”) and orders of magnitude (“on the order of,” “between a few months and 30 years”). Uncertainty-quantification may be more likely to be seen in a results section given the limited space in an abstract, and the need for further interpretation of nonunique solutions, whether by the reader or author. There are studies, however, which argue that methods for quantification of uncertainty need to be more widely adopted [Pappenberger and Beven, 2006].

5.6. Use of Relatability Frames
Frames that anticipate a reader’s reaction to a claim (relatability) are less common, but still noteworthy (see Figure 1e and Table 5 for definitions). Repeat-with-shifted-scope is not rare (~7%), but does not appear to be mainstream. It takes the form of coupled claims with differing scope (e.g., “x, especially if a”). An example would be: “Fishers prefer streams with abundant fish, especially trout and salmon.” The use of multiple scopes can allow an author to outline how an argument would change if the reader rejects some of its premises. Beyond this aim of defending the contribution of an article, the effect appears to be that the strongly and weakly supported claim mutually support each other, because the strong seems more plausible in comparison with the weak, and the weak seems more plausible if the strong is accepted. More broadly, this frame’s use of two scopes suggests the possibility of other compound frames that this analysis may have missed, combining the preceding basic frames.

The frame New-view-on-existing-result emphasizes that the conclusion is actually not new, and has already been accepted by the discipline (“reinforcing that . . .,” “as has previously been noted . . .”). Uncertainty has therefore already been addressed and the conclusion is invoked to support the argument, rather than the other way around. Given that it downplays novelty and relies on preexisting work, this frame is understandably rare (~3%). It is, however, of interest for its ability to draw attention to method, and hence to indirectly support other claims arising from that method. There may be other approaches that similarly frame uncertainty by signaling the use of a particular type of argument.

6. Discussion
This study represents a first major attempt at describing a typology of uncertainty frames, applicable across general scientific reporting. Our study has both descriptive and prescriptive aspects. As a descriptive exercise, analysis of frames that are detectable by a reader in a sample of abstracts in WRR provided the evidence required both to generate and to qualitatively verify the typology. The analysis supports the argument that our uncertainty framing typology covers a set of frames that are in routine use (at least in abstracts), and that are employed in ways consistent with both existing literature and how authors might be expected to behave (i.e., we have been able to propose plausible hypotheses for their use). In its prescriptive role, the typology provides a vocabulary and framework to help select and interpret uncertainty frames, and evaluate their use, while the analysis provides a snapshot of the status quo to enable its critique. As a first attempt at this critique, we propose a set of general recommendations on how to approach
the management and framing of uncertainty, as well as some provocative-specific recommendations about how current practice in framing uncertainty should change.

6.1. General Recommendations for Managing and Framing Uncertainty

1. **Pay attention to framing:** The continuing quality and efficiency of research depends on authors, reviewers, and readers being sensitive to the varied status of a conclusion, and providing appropriate feedback. It is therefore beneficial to encourage awareness of uncertainty framing in academic education and reviewing. Do the frames employed in a text appropriately communicate relevant uncertainties?

2. **Cast a wide net:** The broad range of uncertainty frames implies a broad range of approaches for managing uncertainty inside and outside the analysis, of which a user should be aware. The most common approaches (e.g., Validate-and-defend, Restrict-scope-of-applicability, Make-it-relative, Step-towards-a-goal) are not traditionally associated with uncertainty analysis, and may be equally (or even more) valid to invoke.

3. **Focus on fitness for purpose:** Use the right tool for the job. Avoid advocating the use of a single approach, but rather think critically about what method and frame is suitable for the specific circumstance. Existing practice shows that there is value in allowing weakly supported, but important, claims to be made, as long as they are visibly marked as such (e.g., using Suggest-a-new-research-agenda, Just-a-possibility, Degree-of-belief, Make-it-hypothetical, Take-it-or-leave-it).

4. **Announce uncertainty even in abstracts:** When it comes to uncertainty, the attitude should be that even the abstract matters—it is not just about what method was used to address uncertainty, but also how it is presented. Abstracts should be structured and language used deliberately, avoiding ambiguity as far as possible.

5. **Interpret uncertainty frames in context:** Indications of uncertainty should be interpreted within the broader disciplinary and cultural context. Research articles cannot in general be treated as a self-contained structured argument. Novices in particular should avoid being overly-sensitive to subtle uncertainty signals such as the use of single words like “may” or “can.” These subtle signals can be misinterpreted if the reader does not share the author’s context.

6.2. Specific Recommendations About How Uncertainty Should be Framed

Our specific recommendations are intended to be provocative. Our results suggest that the literature in WRR is roughly in line with one view of a typical, healthy scientific debate, involving what one might call carefully considered incremental science. Thus uncertainty is avoided where permitted, but otherwise commonly dealt with by limiting scope, deferring to further work, and indicating that evidence is sufficient. But perhaps some changes would still be beneficial? There is apparent potential for a more influential, dynamic form of science within a sophisticated community that is sensitive to the use of uncertainty frames, and whose researchers are capable of making judgments given the necessary information. Our recommendations reflect the authors’ personal opinions, and we encourage others in the community to respond, with the aim of eventually crystallizing best practices for uncertainty framing.

1. **Highlight uncertainty, don’t hide it.** Our analysis indicates that 8% of abstracts are only framed as Expressed-as-Fact. While it is normal to ignore uncertainty in some claims, there is nearly always some statement in which uncertainty should actually be highlighted to the reader. Our typology shows there is a broad range of ways in which to do that.

2. **Think twice about Validate-and-Defend.** Our analysis shows that 38% of abstracts make a claim that the evidence is sufficient. Would it not be better to list key performance indicators (Degree-of-belief) and let the reader decide whether performance was indeed “good” or “adequate”? If a judgement of adequacy is really needed from the author, then at the very least say for what purpose.

3. **Don’t hide behind narrow scope.** When possible, look for generalized conclusions and relate work to ambitious goals. Aim for influential claims that are likely to prompt useful debate. Reviewers likewise should accommodate this boldness, while verifying that uncertainty in wider-scope conclusions is appropriately acknowledged using suitable frames.

4. **Aim for actionable conclusions.** A passing reference to future work is too often a mask for poorly thought out implications. If appropriately qualified, even speculative suggestions of future uses add value over a vague promise that work might be useful later. Basic science benefits from concrete speculations about implications for practice.
5. **Test before publication.** Methods are often framed as a building block that still needs further testing before being applied. The reader would be better informed if the abstract instead emphasized the testing that has already been performed. In this case, defining a narrow scope in which the method is known to work helps to avoid vague promises.

6. **Think twice about Just-a-possibility.** It is rather limiting for instance to know only that a result is just one estimate, or that alternative conclusions are also possible, yet this is a commonly used frame. A reader can do much more if they are additionally provided with a *Degree-of-belief* or *Uncertainty-Quantification*. Clearly acknowledged, simple approaches can provide added value with little extra cost, for example, using screening techniques that perform preliminary uncertainty analysis.

7. **Define limits of uncertainty analysis, but assume it is incomplete.** To avoid giving a misleadingly reassuring picture, *Demonstrate-Robustness and Uncertainty-Quantification* frames should adequately address crucial uncertainties, and clearly state what uncertainties are addressed. However, the default interpretation should still be that some source of uncertainty may still have been missed.

8. **Avoid Repeat-with-shifted-scope.** There is too great a risk that this frame acts as a throw-away line to convince the reader. When a stronger, less certain conclusion is worth making, clearly separate it from the weaker conclusion, and let it stand on its own merits.

9. **Do publish speculation.** A field is invigorated by new claims that might encourage new ways of tackling problems. If the claim is important enough, consider the frames: *Suggest-a-new-research-agenda, Learn-from-my-problems, New-view-on-existing-result, Make-it-hypothetical, Take-it-or-leave-it.*

### 7. Conclusions

This study has provided a first analysis of uncertainty framing practices, motivated by the desire to reflect on the treatment and framing of uncertainty in research publications in the field of water resources, and on improving understanding of how uncertainty is addressed outside the analysis, not just within. Specifically, we provided a brief overview of the context of uncertainty framing, introduced a specific set of frames and analyzed their frequency in a representative sample of abstracts in the journal *Water Resources Research* for 2015. Hypotheses were posited explaining their frequency of use. As might be expected, most abstracts include claims that are *Expressed-as-Fact* (i.e., as if there is no doubt about the statements made), and the most frequent frames conveying uncertainty are those associated with incremental progress on a topic with the contributions being carefully defined.

Consistent with efforts to promote better treatment and communication of uncertainty, we proposed a set of provocative recommendations for changes to the status quo and ask the community to consider whether current uncertainty framing is meeting their expectations. At the same time, our general recommendations highlight the diversity of uncertainty frames and recognize that any of those frames can be valid in the appropriate context. The ultimate aim would be to achieve consensus among water resources researchers regarding best practices for uncertainty framing, ensuring that frames are indeed used in appropriate contexts. Our analysis is, however, only a beginning. There is potential for future work to explore how framing of uncertainty can be more effectively taught; to investigate the use of frames at a finer level by formal argument mapping linked with contextual variables; and to collaborate with the social sciences to better understand what authors actually mean when they use frames in a particular context and what readers actually understand.

Deploying an uncertainty frame is a crucial move in establishing a conclusion’s maturity and utility, scope, level of belief, depth of analysis, and relatability. As with other types of rhetorical move associated with academic writing, “by recognizing the power of different moves in different contexts, you can then mobilize that power” [Bazerman, 1988]. Mobilizing the power of scientific understanding will play a crucial role in the future of our planet, particularly in environmental issues, including water resources management.
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